# GRADE 11 & 12 ELECTIVE COURSES (INSIDE & OUTSIDE THE TIMETABLE)

## ART COURSES INSIDE THE TIMETABLE
- **Digital Photography 11**: VYPA-1EX-L
- **Photography 11: Darkroom (B&W)**: MVAPHH11-L
- **Studio Arts 2D 11**: MVAD-11-L
- **Studio Arts 3D 11**: MVAC-11-L
- **AP 2D Design Portfolio 12**: AZDP-12-L
- **Icons through Art History 12**: YAPA-1EX-
- **Digital Photography 12**: VYPA-2EX-
- **Photo 12 Adv. Dark Room (B&W)**: MVAPHH12-L
- **Studio Arts 2D 12**: MVAD-12-L
- **Studio Arts 3D 12**: MVAC-12-L

## BAND COURSES INSIDE THE TIMETABLE
- **Instrumental Music 11: Concert Band**: MIMC11-L
- **Composition & Production 11**: MMUP11-L
- **Instrumental Music 12: Concert Band**: MIMB12-L
- **Composition & Production 11**: MMUP12-L

## BAND COURSES OUTSIDE THE TIMETABLE
- **Instrumental Music 11: Strings**: MIMOS11-L
- **Instrumental Music 11: Jazz Band**: MIMB11-L
- **Instrumental Music 11: Orchestra**: MMUOR11-L
- **Contemporary Music 11: R & B**: MMUC11-L
- **Instrumental Music 12: Strings**: MIMOS12-L
- **Instrumental Music 12: Jazz Band**: MIMB12-L
- **Instrumental Music 12: Orchestra**: MMUOR12-L
- **Contemporary Music 12: R & B**: MMUC12-L

## BUSINESS COURSES INSIDE THE TIMETABLE
- **Marketing and Promotion 11**: MMAP-11-L
- **Entrepreneurship 12**: MENT-12-L
- **Entrepreneurship 12 (DC)**: MENT-12D-

## BUSINESS INSIDE & OUTSIDE THE TIMETABLE
- **Journalism 1/Yearbook 11 Combo**: YCCT-1BX-L
- **Journalism 12/Yearbook 12 Combo**: YCCT-2CX-L

## CHOIR COURSES INSIDE THE TIMETABLE
- **Choral Music 11: Chamber Choir**: MIMUCH11-L
- **Choral Music 11: Concert Choir**: MIMC11-L
- **Choral Music 12: Chamber Choir**: MIMUCH12-L
- **Choral Music 12: Concert Choir**: MIMC12-L

## CHOIR COURSES OUTSIDE THE TIMETABLE
- **Choral Music 11: Vocal Jazz**: MIMJV11-L
- **Choral Music 11: Concert Choir**: MIMC11-L
- **Choral Music 12: Vocal Jazz**: MIMJV12-L
- **Choral Music 12: Concert Choir**: MIMC12-L

## INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY COURSES
- **Film & Television 11**: MDFT-11-L
- **Computer Programming 11**: MCMRP11-L
- **Robotics 11**: MTR0B11-L
- **Computer Programming 12**: MCMRP12-L

## DANCE COURSES INSIDE THE TIMETABLE
- **Dance Tech & Perform 11 (Advanced)**: MNDTP11-L
- **Dance Foundations 11 Level 1 (Beginning)**: MDCF-11-L
- **Dance Foundations 11 Level 2 (Intermediate)**: MDCF-11I-L
- **Dance Tech & Perform 12 (Advanced)**: MNDTP12-L
- **Dance Foundations 12 Level 1 (Beginning)**: MDCF-12-L
- **Dance Foundations 12 Level 2 (Intermediate)**: MDCF-12I-L

## DANCE COURSES OUTSIDE THE TIMETABLE
- **Dance Choreography 11**: MDNC-11-L
- **Dance Company 12 (Troupe)**: MDNC12-L

## DRAMA COURSES INSIDE THE TIMETABLE
- **Drama 11**: MDRM-11-L
- **Drama 12**: MDRM-12-L

## DRAMA COURSES OUTSIDE THE TIMETABLE
- **French Drama 11**: FDRM-11-L
- **Musical Theatre 11**: MMTUH11-L
- **Theatre Production 11 (Stagecraft)**: MDTPT11-L
- **Musical Theatre 12**: MMTUH2-L
- **Theatre Production 12 (Stagecraft)**: MDTPT12-L

## ENGLISH COURSES INSIDE THE TIMETABLE
- **Composition 11**: MCMPS11-L
- **Creative Writing 11**: MCTWR11-L
- **Literary Studies 11**: MLST11-L
- **New Media 11**: MNMD-11-L
- **Spoken Language 11**: MSPLG11-L
- **Creative Writing 12**: MCTWR12-L
- **English Studies 12**: MEST12-L
- **English Studies 12 AP**: MEST12H--
- **Literary Studies 12**: MLST12-L
- **New Media 12**: MNMD-12-L
- **Spoken Language 12**: MSPLG12-L
- **Film Studies 12**: YCCT-2BX-L

## ENGLISH COURSES OUTSIDE THE TIMETABLE
- **Speech & Debate 11**: MIDS-1A---
- **Speech & Debate 12**: MIDS-2A---

## FRENCH IMMERSION INSIDE THE TIMETABLE
- **Langue et Culture**: FLCF-11-L
- **Explorations Sc. Humaines et Soc.11**: FEPSS11-L
- **Français Langue 12**: FFRL12-L

## HOME ECONOMICS INSIDE THE TIMETABLE
- **Food Studies 11**: MFOOD11-L
- **Textiles 11**: MTXT-11-L
- **Food Studies 12**: MFOOD12-L
- **Textiles 12**: MTXT-12-L

## LANGUAGE COURSES INSIDE THE TIMETABLE
- **French 11**: MFRT-11-L
- **Japanese 11**: MJA-11-L
- **Japanese Introductory 11**: MBA-11-L
- **Spanish 11**: MSP-11-L
- **Spanish Introductory 11**: MBSP-11-L
- **French 12**: MFRT-12-L
- **Japanese 12**: MJA-12-L
- **Spanish 12**: MSP-12-L

## MATH COURSES INSIDE THE TIMETABLE
- **Workplace Math 11**: MWPM-11-L
- **Foundations of Mathematics 11**: MFOM-11-L
- **Pre-Calculus 11**: MPRC11-L
- **Pre-Calculus 12 (Combo)**: MPRC120-L
- **Pre-Calculus 12**: MPRC12-L

## PERSONAL DEVELOP. INSIDE TIMETABLE
- **Career Life Ed B/ Connections A**: MCLE-10-L

## PERSONAL DEVELOP. OUTSIDE TIMETABLE
- **Career Life Connections B Capstone**: MCLC-12-L
- **Leadership 11: Athletic**: YLRA-1AX-L
- **Leadership 11: Community**: YCPA-1AX-L
- **Leadership 11: Fine Arts**: YCPA-1BX-L
- **Peer Counselling 11**: YIPS-1RX-L
- **Peer Tutoring 11**: YED-1EX-L
- **Leadership 12: Athletic**: YLRA-2AX-L
- **Leadership 12: Community**: YCPA-2AX-L
- **Leadership 12: Fine Arts**: YCPA-2BX-L
- **Leadership 12: Grad**: YCPA-2AXGL
- **Peer Counselling 12**: YIPS-2AX-L
- **Peer Tutoring 12**: YED--2DX-L
- **Work Experience 12a**: MWEX-2A-L
- **Work Experience 12b**: MWEX-2B-L
- **Yoga for Mindfulness 11**: YPA-1CX-L
- **Yoga for Mindfulness 12**: YPA-2CX-L

## PHYSICAL EDUC. INSIDE THE TIMETABLE
- **Active Living 11**: MACLV11-L
- **Active Living 11 (Girls)**: MACLV11G--
- **Active Living 12**: MACLV12-L
- **Active Living 12 (Girls)**: MACLV12G--

## PHYSICAL EDUC. OUTSIDE THE TIMETABLE
- **Fitness and Conditioning 11**: MFTCD11-L
- **Outdoor Education 11**: MODED11P-L
- **Principles of Sport 11: Basketball**: YLRA-1BX-L
- **Fitness and Conditioning 12**: MFTCD12-L
- **Outdoor Education 12**: MODED12P-L
- **Principles of Sport 12: Basketball**: YLRA-2BX-L

## SCIENCE COURSES INSIDE THE TIMETABLE
- **Chemistry 11**: MCH--11-L
- **Chemistry 11/12 Combo**: MCH--110--
- **Environmental Science 11**: MENVSC11-L
- **Life Science 11**: MLFSC11-L
- **Life Science 11/ A&P 12 Combo**: MLFSC11O--
- **Physics 11**: MPH--1L
- **Anatomy and Physiology 12**: MATHPH12-L
- **Anatomy and Physiology 12 (DC)**: MATHPH12D--
- **Chemistry 12**: MCH--12-L
- **Marine Biology 12**: YRNR-2AX-L
- **Physics 12**: MPH--12-L

## SOCIALS COURSES INSIDE THE TIMETABLE
- **Comparative Cultures 12**: MCMCL12-L
- **Comparative World Religions 12**: MWRL-12-L
- **Explorations in Social Studies 11**: MEPSS11-L
- **Physical Geography 12**: MPGE12-L
- **Physical Geography 12 (DC)**: MPGE12D--
- **20th Century World History 12**: MWH--12-L
- **20th Century World History 12(DC)**: MWH--12D--
- **History Through Sport 12**: YSSC-2D-L
- **Law Studies 12**: MLST-12-L
- **Psychology 12**: YPSY2AX-L
- **Psychology 12 (Dual Credit)**: YPSY2AXD--
- **Social Justice 12**: MSJ--12-L

## TECH ED COURSES INSIDE THE TIMETABLE
- **Automotive Technology 11**: MTAUT11-L
- **Drafting 11**: MTDRF11-L
- **Skills Exploration 11**: MSTX-1AX-L
- **Woodwork 11**: MWWK-11-L
- **Automotive Technology 12**: MTAUT12-L
- **Drafting 12**: MTDRF12-L
- **Skills Exploration 12**: MSTX-2AX-L
- **Woodwork 12**: MWWK-12-L